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The Samsung Galaxy Note 10 and Note 10+ will add a lot to the table. They have fantastic AMOLED screens, incredibly fast processors and impressive camera packs. There are some spec differences between the two, but one thing the two phones share in common are the gorgeous colors they come from. Need help to decide which tone to buy your Note
10 or Note 10+? Let's take a look at everything on offer. The staff choose first of all, let's talk about Aura Glow. This is a brand new color introducing for the first time with Samsung's Note 10, and something special in boy oh boy. Aura Glow is a rainbow color that shows more shades of blue, green, purple, yellow, red and depending on how light is slammed
into it. If you're someone at Samsung who wants your phone to stand out as something special from $950, Aura Blue is for you. This gorgeous color is deep, fascinating, and a joy to finally look at for hours. The only drawback is its limited availability. Right now and in the near future, you can only get Best Buy for Aura Blue and Note 10+ from Samsung.
Starting at $1,100 on Samsung Next, we have Aura White. Aura White is a pretty basic color, but there's nothing disturbing about it either. Clean, simple and looks good with almost everything. Of course, it's not as striking as other options available for the Note 10, but it's a safe choice that can't go wrong. Samsung has aura black, starting at $950. Aura
Black is another basic color for the Note 10, but once again, it can be a great choice for anyone who likes to keep things as simple as possible. The Aura Black Note 10 may look grayish in certain light conditions, but either way, there is a solid option for the subdued crowd. The Samsung Aura Red is a perfect contrast to the Aura Blue from $950, featuring a
truly gorgeous deep red color that you can easily slip off. It's a color that testifies the moment you walk with it in a room, and for some people, that's exactly what they're after. Unfortunately, Aura Red will not be available in the US. See Samsung's sixth and final color Aura Pink for the Galaxy Note 10. While not in-your-face like Aura Red, Aura pink looks just
as stunning and a little more subdued than the S10's Flamingo Pink colorway. Like Aura Red, however, you can't get Aura Pink if you live in the United States. Look at Samsung Aura Glow is undoubtedly our favorite option, our favorite color option for the Aura Glow Galaxy Note 10. This is an entirely new color samsung has never done before, and we
couldn't be more thrilled with the results. Aura Glow is actually a rainbow color for the Note 10 as it exhibits a variety of colors depending on how the light hits it. One second it can be a lot of blue and purple, and the next, there are large patches of orange and yellow. Samsung has never had such a color on its phone. Note 10 is really the one to get this,
there will stand out from every handset. If we had to get a favorite color for the Note 10, it would be Aura Glow. The rainbow effect it offers is unlike any other color Samsung has ever created, and we couldn't get enough of it. You want a colourful Note 10, but aren't you ready to sail with the Aura Glow? Browse Samsung's Aura Blue color. Samsung's last few
flagships have offered blue colors, and this year's tone is as spectacular as ever. It's a dense blue tone that mimics the depths of the ocean. We've definitely been hit with the Aura Blue Note 10, but there's a big downside - it's only available through Samsung's website and is available for Best Buy in the US and only the more expensive Galaxy Note is 10+.
We're not fans of Samsung's limited availability for the Aura Blue Galaxy Note 10, but if you want to get your hands on it, it's one of the best colors available. There are two colors that you can guarantee will be available, for almost any phone - white and black. For the Note 10, this point is still true. The Aura White Galaxy Note 10 is an incredibly stylish
technology that showcases the note 10's stunning design in a color that looks good without attracting much attention to itself. For a lot of people, this is going to be a nice middle road. It looks great, but it's not as noisy as Aura Blue or Aura Glow. While nothing fancy, there's no denying how good Aura White looks on the Note 10. This may not be the center of
attention, but the class is open. The other basic color option, Aura Black, is a great choice if you want your Galaxy Note 10 to be as hidden as possible. Although it tends to have a grayish color in certain light conditions, this is still the most subdued version of the Note 10 you can get. One reason we especially like Aura Black is that hiding large camera
housing on the back of the phone is doing the best job. There's not much to say about the Aura Black Note 10, but that's what this color is all about. It's simple, it'll get the job done, and that's exactly what you'd expect with big surprises. #MatteBlackAllTheThings want to buy, the Aura Black Galaxy Note 10 is your best bet. Although not technically matte
black, this shade attracts dark, insidious and unwanted attention. Red has always been my favorite color, so unsurprisingly, my personal color I prefer for the Note 10 is Aura Red. I can't tell you how much I love this design. It's deep, it's strong, and it's something my eyes want to look at forever. Look  this. Unfortunately, this is where I have to be the
bearer of bad news. The Aura Red Note 10 is not purchased in the United States. Why does Samsung have to make us so dirty? I wish I knew. The Note 10 on Aura Red is breathtaking. This is my personal color I prefer for note 10, but it comes with a little catch - you Would you like to salivae over another color you can't buy in America if you buy in the US?
I'd like you to meet Aura Pink. The Aura Pink flamingo pink color is very tamer compared to samsung released for the S10 earlier in the year, and I actually prefer the kind. The Aura is colorful enough to be more visually interesting than Black and White, but not as high as some of the other colors Samsung has to offer. I would love to rock a Note 10 that looks
like this, but with no planned U.S. status, it won't happen soon. Along with Aura Red, Aura Pink is the second Note 10 color Samsung has not brought to the United States. It's so embarrassing because it looks great. I made it trainable for me; I intend to improve my Instructables, but share what I found. I have noticed some of the images I upload instructabes
are excellent and other images come out with loose sharpness, a little colorless or blurry. I decided to test my image file formats, not knowing if it was my computer, file formats, internet, or Instructables website that caused distortion. I paint my diagrams, not make a circuit simulator program for two reasons. First of all, I look like my schematics. Second, I
design circuits that work in the real world, but most of my circuits do not work in a circuit simulator. I used only two images for this Instructable, but the two images are in seven different file formats. A dotted note is a musical note* of any length that is a small point after the note title (unlike above or below it; see staccato). This mark - known as a rhythm point -
adds half the value of the note to its length: Dotted half note = 1 half note + quarter note, or 3 beats. Dotted quarter grade = 1 quarter note + eighth grade: 1 1/2 beats (or beats three eighth notes). Dotted eighth grade = 1 eighth grade + sixteenth grade: 3/4 beat (or three sixteenth notes). * Music can be dotted at listening. Two rhythm points make a note as
long as 3/4 of its original value. Useful for breaking the length into 1 + 1/2 + 1/4: Double-point quarter note (1 quarter note + 1 eighth note + 1 sixteenth note) = 3 1/0 2 eighth note eighth note double dot (1 eighth note + 1 sixteenth note + 1 32 notes) = 3 1/2 sixteenth notes Triple dot notes are less common but occur in piano music. A good example is
Chopin's Prelude Opus 28, No. 3, which includes single, double, and triple rhythm dot. note punteggiata (It)note pointée (Fr)punktierte Note (Ger) Musical Symbols: ■ Staff &amp; Barlines■ Grand Staff■ Key Signature■ Time Signatures■ Note Lengths■ Dotted Notes■ Music Rests■ Tempo Commands■ Artion■ Dynamics ■ Volume■ 8va &amp; Volume■ 8va
&amp; Octave Commands■ Repeat Signs■ Segno &amp; Coda Signs■ Segno &amp; Coda Signs■ Pedal Signs■ Piano Chords■ Trills■ Turns■ Tremolos■ Glissando■ Mordents Beginner Piano Lessons▪ Notes of Piano Keys▪ Notes of Piano Keys Medium C Finding Medium C on ▪▪ Basic Piano Fingering▪ Comparison Major &amp; Minor Minor Keyboards
started▪ Finding the Right Piano Teacher▪ Sitting Toward keys▪ Piano vs Playing Electric Keyboard▪ How to Buy Used Piano▪ Musical Keyboard Comparison Guide Piano Chords▪ Chord Types and Symbols in Sheet Music▪ Root Notes &amp; Chord Inversion▪▪ Decreased Chords &amp; Incompatibility▪ Basic Piano Chord Fingering▪ Different Types of
Harpeggi Chords Piano Care▪ Daily Piano Care▪ Safely Whitening Your Piano Keys▪ When to Adjust Piano Yututuna▪▪ Easy Point Signs of Piano Damage▪ Piano Room Temps &amp; Nem LevelsPino Recitals &amp; Performance▪ What to Drink &amp; Before Performance▪ Audience For Concert Etiquette▪ Warming Up for Piano Performance▪ Minimizing
Stage Fears▪▪ Overcome Mistakes on Stage♫ Musical Exams!● Identify Piano Keys● Key Signature Test● Grade Length and Rest Test (US or UK English)● Grand Staff Notes Quiz● Time Signature &amp; Rhythm Quiz Reading Piano Music• Lengths of Notes UK &amp; US English• Notes of Piano Keys• Notes of Piano Keys• Memorize Piano Notes•
Reading Music Piano Chords• Easy Bass Piano Chords• Chord Types and Symbols• Fingering Piano Chords• Decreased Chords &amp; IncompatibilityReading Musical Symbols• Note Accents and Articulation Marks• How to Play Dotted Notes• Accidents and Double Accidents• Segno &amp; Coda ResusersStart Piano Lessons• Comparison Major &amp;
Minor• Understanding Key Signature• Barlines Types• BPM &amp; Tempo Commands• Left Hand Piano Fingering Useful Information Learn ivory-safe methods to illuminate your Acoustic Piano Keys to Safely Whiten Your Piano Keys and learn what you can do to prevent keyboard yellowing. When to A Piano Tune Find Out When (and how often) you need
to schedule a professional piano setting to keep the piano healthy and on the field. Before you buy or sell an acoustic piano, learn how to assess Piano Damage in terms of Easy Point Marks, both internal and external damage. Ideal Piano Temp &amp; Nem Levels Learn how to maintain sound quality and piano health by monitoring the temperature, delight
and natural light in your piano room. Illustrated Piano Chords:Abmaj ▪ Abma7 ▪ Abma9 | Abmin ▪ Abm7 ▪ Abm9 | Abdim ▪ Ab°7 | Abaug ▪ Ab+7 | Absus2 ▪ Absus4 Absus4
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